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TEASER ACT

FADE IN

INT. DESERTED CITY MALL HAIR SALON DAYTIME

CLASSICAL MALL MUSIC IN THE BACKGROUND. In the Hair Salon

Elizabeth is sitting in a hair dressers chair looking at a

magazine.

ELIZABETH’S P.O.V MAGAZINE

Elizabeth turns the page to the other page of the magazine

and sees more hairstyles.

RETURN TO SCENE

HELGA GUNNER

(ask)

So did you pick out your hairstyle?

ELIZABETH MORNINGSUN

What is that suppose to mean? I

thought that we are here to relax?

HELGA GUNNER

First of all, the spa is next door,

second this is the hair salon where

people get hair cuts and get them

styled.

ELIZABETH MORNINGSUN

(ask)

Why do they do that?

PENELOPE TWINKLE (O.S)

To have a new style of hair if they

feel like.

Then Penelope enters into the hair salon.

HELGA GUNNER

Penelope? What brings you here?

PENELOPE TWINKLE

To get my haircut done.

(to Elizabeth)

By the way you should be more

attractive with a shorter

hairstyle.

(CONTINUED)
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ELIZABETH MORNINGSUN

Why do I need a better look?

PENELOPE TWINKLE

So boys shall be attractive to you.

HELGA GANNER

She’s right. How about this 1.

ELIZABETH MORNINGSUN

That’s a great idea.

Then the HAIRDRESSER walks up to them.

ELIZABETH MORNINGSUN

I will take this 1.

FADE TO

INT. DESERTED CITY HIGH SCHOOL HALLWAYS THE NEXT DAY

HAPPY ROCK AND ROLL MUSIC IN THE BACKGROUND. At Deserted

City High school, Vinnie and Randy OPEN their lockers and

take out their text books out from them.

Suddenly Elizabeth comes up to Vinnie. Vinnie drops his text

book of surprise.

VINNIE’S P.O.V

Vinnie sees that Elizabeth has a new shorter curly

hairstyle.

RETURN TO SCENE

VINNIE DEO

Elizabeth is that you?

ELIZABETH MORNINGSUN

Yes. Do you like my new hairstyle?

VINNIE DEO

(blushes)

Um...Yes I do.

ELIZABETH MORNINGSUN

Thanks. My new friend Penelope

suggested me to get a new

hairstyle.

(CONTINUED)
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VINNIE DEO

WHAT?!!

Suddenly Randy drops his model volcano onto Vinnie’s foot.

Vinnie hops up and down with pain.

VINNIE DEO

Ouch, ouch, ouch!!!

RANDY RUSSO

Sorry Video.

END OF TEASER ACT

FADE TO BLACK

ACT 1

FADE IN

HIP ROCK AND ROLL MUSIC IN THE BACKGROUND. Vinnie rubs his

foot while leaning on the lockers.

RANDY RUSSO

Let me get this straight. You’re

new friend is Penelope Twinkle?

ELIZABETH MORNINGSUN

Yes. But her real last name is

Twiner, but every one calls her

Twinkle.

VINNIE DEO

Elizabeth I like that girl. I can’t

see my friend and my crush hanging

out?

ELIZABETH MORNINGSUN

(ask)

What is this crush?

JOSE REVANO

You’re serious. You don’t know what

a crush is?

ELIZABETH MORNINGSUN

No I don’t.

CONNER REDCORN

A crush is someone that you like.

And I mean really like them.

(CONTINUED)
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ELIZABETH MORNINGSUN

(ask)

So is she your crush. Do you want

to hurt her?

VINNIE DEO

(nervously)

No!!! I just like her. Man, what

else could go wrong today?

Suddenly GIRLISH SCREAMING comes down the hall. Suddenly a

CHEERLEADER runs down the hallway with a GUMMY HAIRY GOBLIN

on her head.

CHEERLEADER

(screaming)

Help, help, someone get this freak

off of my head.

Then Penelope uses her fencing sword to cut the Gummy Hairy

Goblin off of her head, causing the goblin to fall to the

floor.

Penelope kicks the goblin out through the window.

CHEERLEADER

(reveled)

Thanks Penelope.

PENELOPE TWINKLE

Don’t worry it’s all in the wrist.

Vinnie starts to blush. Jose SNAPS his fingers in his face,

causing him to snap out of it.

VINNIE DEO

Sorry, just distracted.

JOSE REVANO

Focus Video, there is a gummy hairy

goblin that attacked a cheerleader.

RANDY RUSSO

We’ve better go to Videotopia after

school to know more about this.

ELIZABETH MORNINGSUN

I’m not joining you to Videotopia

after school.

VINNIE DEO

Why not?

(CONTINUED)
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ELIZABETH MORNINGSUN

Because I’m going to fencing

classes with Penelope after school.

VINNIE DEO

(screams)

WHAT?!!!

Suddenly the school bell RINGS and they all go to class.

Vinnie just stands there with a scared look on his face.

FADE TO

INT. VIDEOTOPIA MAIN STORE FRONT DESK LATER

At videotopia Vinnie still has the scared look up on his

face. Pio is up at the front desk typing down onto the

computer.

PIO OWERS

Here we are. The monsters you

describe to me because they look

very familiar.

(to Vinnie)

Video. You have scared look on your

face.

VINNIE DEO

Sorry about that, but I am worried

about Elizabeth and my crush

Penelope.

PIO OWERS

You have a crush. I remember my

first crush. Her name was Sandy.

She was so delicious.

RANDY RUSSO

You ate your crush?

PIO OWERS

As if. Sandy was a sandwich. And a

very good sandwich. She was a foot

long, Italian herbs and cheese

bread, toasted, grilled, buttered

on both pieces of bread, has ham,

bacon, bologna, chicken, lectures,

tomatoes, cucumbers, carrots,

celery, has ranch, and Caesar

dressing, and it has every kind of

cheese on it.

(to Vinnie)

(MORE) (CONTINUED)
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PIO OWERS (cont’d)

Anyway, this friendship of theirs

will blow over anytime soon.

VINNIE DEO

Are you sure?

PIO OWERS

Totally. Once my old roommate

starts to hangout with my ex

girlfriend, but it turns out that

they are dating. But anyway we have

to focus on this.

JOSE REVANO

(ask)

So who are we up against?

PIO OWERS

Some gummy hairy golems from the

movie Gummy Hairy Golems. In the

movie a scientist wants to stop gum

from getting into human hair. So he

experiment on gum and human hair,

but causing them to fuse together

and also turning them into living

gummy hairy golems, who need human

hair to survive.

HELGA GANNER

So they just eat human hair to live

on.

PIO OWERS

More then that, when they eat more

human hair, they evolve.

RANDY RUSSO

Now that is totally cool and

dangerous.

PIO OWERS

I know. And if they eat all of the

hair off the peoples’ heads. They

have to change the name from

Deserted City into Bald Town.

CONNER REDCORN

That will be totally embracing for

all of us.

(CONTINUED)
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PIO OWERS

That’s why we need to stop this

now.

VINNIE DEO

We will search the city for these

goblins.

PIO OWERS

Good. Whenever you hear any

screaming, that is the sound of

those goblins.

Vinnie and the others exit out of Videotopia.

FADE TO

INT. DESERTED CITY FENCING SCHOOL EVENING LATER

CLASSICAL MUSIC IN THE BACKGROUND. Elizabeth and Penelope

enter into the fencing school. In the fencing school all of

the other students are in the school training.

ELIZABETH MORNINGSUN

Wow. Is this what fencing is?

PENELOPE TWINKLE

Yes it is. This is where I go to

train fencing, where my father is a

fencing teacher here.

Suddenly Penelope’s Father HERVE TWINER African American,

smart, talented, flexible has a mustache and has a french

accent walks up to Penelope and Elizabeth.

HERVE TWINER

There is my little girl. Come here

to give your papa a big hug.

Penelope hugs her father.

PENELOPE TWINKLE

Papa. This is my friend Elizabeth.

She is here to attend tonight’s

class.

ELIZABETH MORNINGSUN

It is nice to meet you sir.

HERVE TWINER

It is nice to meet you too

Elizabeth.

(CONTINUED)
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Elizabeth shakes Herve’s hand.

HERVE TWINER

Do you have your uniform ready?

ELIZABETH MORNINGSUN

Why do we need a uniform. Are we

working?

HERVE TWINER

More like working out. You’re here

to fence, aren’t you?

ELIZABETH MORNINGSUN

Yes I am, but I didn’t brought a

uniform with me.

PENELOPE TWINKLE

There are tons in the back. Come on

let’s go to find 1 that fits you.

Penelope and Elizabeth walk into the back of the school.

CUT TO

EXT. STREETS OF DESERTED CITY EVENING

In the streets of Deserted City, Vinnie, Jose, Randy and

Conner are walking in the streets, when suddenly they bump

into a BALD MAN in the streets.

BALD MAN

(to Vinnie and friends)

Hey guys, if you want to get a wig,

you have to wait in line like every

body else.

RANDY RUSSO

Wig? What do you mean?

The Bald Man points his finger to the long line in front of

Harry’s Wig Shop. The line starts to move into the store,

while a couple of people exit out of the store.

CONNER REDCORN

I think he is taking about the wig

store.

JOSE REVANO

I haven’t seen the wig store this

busy since...never.

Suddenly WOMANLY SCREAMS comes out of nowhere.

(CONTINUED)
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JOSE REVANO

What was that?

VINNIE DEO

It’s coming from the Wig store.

The customers all run out of the wig store. The line up of

people break up and run away from the wig store. THRILLING

CLASSICAL MUSIC IN THE BACKGROUND.

Suddenly GUMMY HAIRY GOBLINS living goblins made of gum and

hair CRASH through the store window and into the streets.

They ROAR as people run for their lives.

CONNER REDCORN

I guess those are the goblins that

Power is talking about.

VINNIE DEO

Time to get rid of them.

ACTION CLASSICAL MUSIC IN THE BACKGROUND. Vinnie FIRES FILM

STRIPS out from his back at the Gummy hairy goblins.

Suddenly they dodge the film strips and leap into the air.

They dive down right at them. Vinnie MAKES a FORCE FIELD out

of his film strips to block the Gummy Hairy Goblin attack.

The Gummy Hairy Goblins get hit on impact, causing them to

BOUNCE off of the force field and fall to the ground.

Vinnie uncovers the force field and FORM his film strips

into a large hammer. Vinnie swings the hammer down onto the

Gummy Hairy Goblins, SMASHING them into pieces.

Suddenly the pieces STICK onto Vinnie’s film strips and come

to life into more Gummy Hairy Goblins. The goblins LAUGH in

pity.

VINNIE DEO

What’s going on?

PIO OWERS (V.O)

(Vinnie’s earpiece)

I forgot to tell you this, but when

the Gummy Hairy Goblins get smashed

or cut into pieces, they multiple

and turn into more copies of

themselves.

RANDY RUSSO

(into Vinnie’s earpiece)

Power you got to work on your

timing when it comes to information

(MORE) (CONTINUED)
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RANDY RUSSO (cont’d)
about certain movie monsters and

characters.

The Gummy Hairy Goblins LAUGH in terror.

FADE TO BLACK

END OF ACT 1

ACT 2

FADE IN

INT. DESERTED CITY FENCING SCHOOL

Back in the fencing school Elizabeth walk out from the

changing room, wearing a fencing uniform.

ELIZABETH MORNINGSUN

This uniform seems to be a little

bit ichy.

Elizabeth scratches her arm on the uniform.

PENELOPE TWINKLE

You will get used to it.

ELIZABETH MORNINGSUN

(ask)

And why do we need to have to wear

this?

HELGA GANNER

(explains)

It will protect your face from the

sword.

HERVE TWINER

Now that is out of the way. Let’s

begin your lesson.

Penelope and Elizabeth go onto the mat and put their face

covers onto their heads. Penelope goes into her stances, and

Elizabeth goes into her stances with both hands on her

sword.

PENELOPE TWINKLE

What are you doing?

(CONTINUED)
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ELIZABETH MORNINGSUN

This is how I hold a sword, where I

came from.

HERVE TWINER

But here, you hold your fencing

sword with only 1 hand.

Elizabeth let go of 1 of her hands off of the fencing sword.

HERVE TWINER

Very good. Now I want you do go

into your stances. I want you to

put your right foot in front of you

and your left foot behind you like

this.

Herve goes into an En Garde stance. Elizabeth gores into her

en garde stance with her knees bent.

ELIZABETH MORNINGSUN

Like this?

HERVE TWINER

That’s good. Now I want you do move

while in your stance with this.

Herve moves his front foot forward while waving his sword.

Elizabeth movies her front foot forward while waving her

sword.

HERVE TWINER

That’s great. Now let’s go to the

lunge. This is how you lunge.

Herve kicks out his front foot and push off with his back

leg and pock his fencing sword at the dummy.

Elizabeth kicks her front foot out and pushes off with her

back leg to pock her fencing sword at the dummy.

HERVE TWINER

Perfect, absolutely perfect. Now

it’s time to spare with Penelope.

ELIZABETH MORNINGSUN

You mean I have to hurt her?

HERVE TWINER

Not like that. Sparring is like a

practice fight, but you are not

hurting her.

(CONTINUED)
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PENELOPE TWINKLE

So it’s like fighting, but it’s

fake.

ELIZABETH MORNINGSUN

That makes more since.

Elizabeth and Penelope go into their en garde stance.

HERVE TWINER

And Fence.

Elizabeth and Penelope fence each other. They clash their

fencing swords against each other 3 times. Elizabeth dodges

a sword swing from Penelope, by leaping over it and lunges

forward to hit her onto her chest.

The both take off their face guards.

HELGA GANNER

Wow, wait ago Elizabeth.

PENELOPE TWINKLE

Now that is 1 great move. Time for

round 2.

ELIZABETH MORNINGSUN

Wait. Are we doing this again?

HERVE TWINER

Of course you are, you’re doing

great at this.

ELIZABETH MORNINGSUN

OK.

Elizabeth and Penelope put their face guards back on their

heads. They both go back into their fencing stances.

HERVE TWINER

And fence.

Penelope jabs her fencing sword at Elizabeth, but she

dodges it and swings her fencing sword at Penelope.

Elizabeth blocks it with her sword and SLIDES it down on

Penelope’s fencing sword.

Elizabeth disarms Penelope by throwing Penelope’s sword out

from her hand and lands onto the floor.

Elizabeth lunges forward to Penelope and hits her in the

middle of her uniform. Herve and Helga CLAP for Elizabeth.

(CONTINUED)
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HERVE TWINER

Now that is very impressive, young

lady.

Penelope takes out her face guard and picks up her fencing

sword.

PENELOPE TWINKLE

I think you don’t need any training

to fence. You are born to fence.

HELGA GANNER

Hey, if she is so good, how about a

spar with your dad?

ELIZABETH MORNINGSUN

That sounds good.

HERVE TWINER

I don’t think I could do that?

PENELOPE TWINKLE

Come on papa...Please!!!

HERVE TWINER

Might as well.

Herve puts his face guard on and picks up his fencing sword.

He goes into his fencing stances. Elizabeth puts her face

guard back on and goes into her fencing stance.

PENELOPE TWINKLE

Ready?....Fence.

CUT TO

EXT. STREETS OF DESERTED CITY EVENING

ACTION CLASSICAL MUSIC IN THE BACKGROUND. Back in the

streets of Deserted City, the Gummy Hairy Goblins leap into

the air and dive down towards Vinnie.

Vinnie FORMS a SHIELD out of his film strips, causing the

Gummy Hairy Goblins to BOUNCE off of his shield. Vinnie then

FORMS his film strips into a GIANT FIST.

He swings his fist at 3 incoming Gummy Hairy Goblins,

causing them to be knocked out onto the ground.

Suddenly a Gummy Hairy Goblin leap onto Jose’s head.

(CONTINUED)
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JOSE REVANO

Hey, Hey, HEY!!! GET OFF OF MY

HEAD. I DON’T WANT TO BE LIKE MY

DAD.

Jose throws the Gummy Hairy Goblins off of his head and

throws it onto the ground. The Gummy Hairy Goblin HISSES at

him. Suddenly he get’s SQUASHED by a giant hammer that is

formed by Vinnie’s film strips.

Suddenly more Gummy Hairy Goblins dive down onto Randy and

Conner, but they dodge them, causing them to fall onto the

ground.

RANDY RUSSO

(into his earpiece)

Power. We need to know how to stop

these freaks?

PIO OWERS (V.O)

(earpiece)

OK, OK here is what you need to do.

Film Strips SHOOT out from Vinnie’s Golden Video Tape from

his back and FORM into a GIANT SWORD. He swings it at the

incoming Gummy Hairy Goblins, CUTTING them into pieces.

PIO OWERS (V.O)

(earpiece)

Whatever you do Video, is do not

cut these freaks into little

pieces, they just multiple. That

will make things worse for you.

Then the little pieces of the Gummy Hairy Goblins GROW into

more Gummy Hairy Goblins.

VINNIE DEO

(into earpiece)

You could’ve told me that earlier.

PIO OWERS (V.O)

Whatever. Now here is another way

to stop them. With fire or ice, or

both at the same time.

CONNER REDCORN

You hear that Video?

VINNIE DEO

I’m on it.

(CONTINUED)
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Vinnie FORMS his film strips into LASER CANNONS. He FIRES

ICE and FIRE out from his laser cannons at the Gummy Hairy

Goblins, hitting them and making some of them BURN and some

of them to be trapped in SOLID ICE.

CONNER REDCORN

Now that’s a good way to stop them.

Suddenly the ground under their feet start to SHAKE.

RANDY RUSSO

What’s going on?

PIO OWERS (V.O)

(earpiece)

Guys, did you feel the ground under

your feet start to shake?

CONNER REDCORN

Of course we are feeling it, why?

PIO OWERS (V.O)

(earpiece)

I think you’re in big trouble, now

if you know what I mean?

THRILLING CLASSICAL MUSIC IN THE BACKGROUND. Suddenly the

GUMMY HAIRY GOBLIN KING 25 feet tall, cruel, mean, strong,

powerful, has long flowing hair, 2 sharp hairs and red

glowing eyes BREAKS out of the ground and ROARS.

JOSE REVANO

(into his earpiece)

Um...Power, we see a giant Gummy

Hairy Goblin who broke out of the

ground.

PIO OWERS (V.O)

Yeah, I think that is the king.

RANDY RUSSO

The King?

PIO OWERS (V.O)

Yes, that’s the king.

THE GUMMY HAIR GOBLIN KING

WHO DARES DESTROYS MY CHILDREN?

Conner points his finger at Vinnie in fear.

CUT TO
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INT. DESERTED CITY MALL FOOD COURT.

MALL CLASSICAL MUSIC IN THE BACKGROUND. In the food court at

the Deserted City Mall, Elizabeth, Helga and Penelope are

sitting in the middle of the food court having smoothies.

PENELOPE TWINKLE

I got to say Elizabeth. You are 1

great fighter today.

ELIZABETH MORNINGSUN

Thanks, I was training since I was

born...literally.

HELGA GANNER

(whispers to Elizabeth)

You don’t really mean that...Right?

ELIZABETH MORNINGSUN

No it’s true. I was literally

training for a fighting literally

after I was born.

HELGA GANNER

(whispers to Elizabeth)

That is 1 wacky planet you were

born on.

Helga takes a SIP of her smoothie.

ELIZABETH MORNINGSUN

(to Penelope)

So Elizabeth, do you realize that

Vinnie has a crush on you?

Helga SPITS out her smoothie in shock.

HELGA GANNER

I can’t believe you just said that.

PENELOPE TWINKLE

No... I didn’t know that. I usually

play hard to get with the boys at

school.

ELIZABETH MORNINGSUN

What does this mean, hard to get?

PENELOPE TWINKLE

It means, I look easy to get, but I

am not.

Suddenly Helga’s cell phone RINGS. She takes it out of her

back pocket and puts it up against her ear.

(CONTINUED)
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HELGA GANNER

(into her phone)

Hello...?

JOSE REVANO (V.O)

(Helga’s phone)

Hey Helga, we need Elizabeth right

now.

HELGA GANNER

(into his phone)

How come?

JOSE REVANO (V.O)

(Helga’s phone)

Let’s just say that we are up

against the leader of the Gummy

Hairy Goblins.

HELGA GANNER

(into her phone)

Alright... Be right there.

Helga TURNS OFF her phone and puts it back into her pocket.

HELGA GANNER

(to Penelope)

Me and Elizabeth have to go, we

have an errand to run.

ELIZABETH MORNINGSUN

(ask)

What is an errand?

HELGA GANNER

It’s a task we have to do.

Helga picks up Elizabeth and they run out of the food court.

PENELOPE TWINKLE

OK see you girls back at school

tomorrow.

CUT TO

EXT. STREETS OF DESERTED CITY EVENING

ACTION CLASSICAL MUSIC IN THE BACKGROUND. Back in the

streets of Deserted City, the Gummy Hairy Goblin King lifts

up a building and throws it at Vinnie.

(CONTINUED)
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RANDY RUSSO

Look out Video!!!

Vinnie FORMS his film strips into a GIANT SWORD and CUTS the

flying building in half.

The Gummy Hairy Goblin King leaps right towards Vinnie and

throws a punch at him. Vinnie FORMS his film strips into a

SHIELD and blocks the attack.

Vinnie then FORMS his film strips into a LASER CANNON and

FIRES a LASER at the Gummy Hairy Goblin King. The Gummy

Hairy Goblin King FLIES through the air and CRASHES onto a

packed car.

Then Elizabeth and Helga comes out of the bus and run

towards Vinnie and the others.

HELGA GANNER

We got here as soon as we can.

ELIZABETH MORNINGSUN

Who is that guy?

CONNER REDCORN

The King of the Gummy Hairy

Goblins.

THE GUMMY HAIR GOBLIN KING

(angry)

You will all die in gum and hair!!!

Elizabeth pulls out her fencing sword out behind her back

and welds it.

ELIZABETH MORNINGSUN

I would like to show off my fencing

skills to you now.

The Gummy Hairy Goblin King FIRES his hair at Elizabeth.

Elizabeth RAPIDLY SWINGS her fencing sword at the incoming

hair, cutting them into piece.

VINNIE DEO

Elizabeth, no!!! That’s a bad idea.

ELIZABETH MORNINGSUN

How come?

Suddenly the little pieces GROWN BIGGER and they FORM into

COPIES of the Gummy Hairy Goblin King.

(CONTINUED)
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VINNIE DEO

That’s why. They multiple whenever

they get cut into pieces.

The Gummy Hairy Goblin Kings throw punches at Vinnie and

friends. Vinnie RAPIDLY WHIPS his film strips at the

incoming kings, causing them to fly into the air and CRASH

onto the ground.

Suddenly the Gummy Hairy Goblins and the Kings run charge

towards them. Vinnie FORMS his film strips into a GIANT

POWER DRILL and DRILLS it through them.

Then the Gummy Hairy Goblins and the Kings STRETCH into the

air and rap around Vinnie and friends.

HELGA GANNER

Talk about a sticky and hairy

situation.

CONNER REDCORN

I don’t want my hair to be eaten.

Then the Gummy Hairy Goblins and the Kings walk towards

them. Vinnie FORMS his film strips into a BUZZ SAW.

VINNIE DEO

Time to to cut this situation

short.

Vinnie uses the buzz saw to CUT him and his friends free

from the sticky hairy gum. Elizabeth leaps into the air and

swings down her fencing sword down onto some Gummy Hairy

Goblins and kings.

She dodges an attack from another Gummy Hairy Goblin and

throws a jab at another Goblin, pocking her fencing

sword through it’s head.

Then the Gummy Hairy Goblin pulls the sword out of her hand

and throws it to the side. Elizabeth lifts up a parked truck

and throws it onto the Gummy Hairy Goblin, SQUASHING it into

PIECES.

Suddenly the Gummy Hairy Goblins and Kings all ROAR into the

air. Then the all COMBINE TOGETHER FORMING a VERY BIG GUMMY

HAIRY GOBLIN.

JOSE REVANO

Oh great, this is just great.

(CONTINUED)
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PIO OWERS (V.O)

(earpiece)

Did they all combine into a super,

ultra mega Gummy Hairy Goblin?

RANDY RUSSO

Yes they have.

Then the very Big Gummy Hairy Goblin POPS out it’s tentacles

and STARCHES at Helga, Randy, Conner, and Jose. He raps them

around them and lift them up into the air.

CONNER REDCORN

Elizabeth, Vinnie, Help Us!!!

The Very Big Gummy Hairy Goblin FORMS a GIANT HAMMER out

from his back and throws it down onto Vinnie and Elizabeth.

VINNIE DEO

Look out

Vinnie pushes Elizabeth out of the way of the giant hammer,

making it SMASH onto the ground.

ELIZABETH MORNINGSUN

(ask Vinnie)

Vinnie, how could we defeat him?

VINNIE DEO

Power told us that they can be

either be destroyed by freezing or

burning them, or both.

ELIZABETH MORNINGSUN

Why is it that?

PIO OWERS (V.O)

(earpiece)

I just said that for effect. I

thought it sounds cool.

ELIZABETH MORNINGSUN

It absolutely does sound cool.

PIO OWERS (V.O)

(earpiece)

Thank you Elizabeth.

Then the Very Hairy Gummy Hairy Goblin ROARS and FORMS

DOZENS of GOBLIN HEADS out of it’s body.

(CONTINUED)
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VERY BIG GUMMY HAIR GOBLIN

Prepare to have all of your hair

eaten.

HELGA GANNER

That doesn’t sound scary, more like

embarrassing.

Vinnie has a mad face on his face.

VINNIE DEO

Time to end this.

Vinnie FIRES ICE LASERS out of his laser cannon, causing the

Very Big Gummy Hairy Goblin to be FROZEN in ice.

Elizabeth picks up her fencing sword and leaps into the air.

She uses her sword to cut Helga, Conner, Randy and Jose

free, causing them to land onto the ground.

RANDY RUSSO

Thanks for the save guys.

JOSE REVANO

I know. I don’t want end up looking

like my dad.

HELGA GANNER

All you need now it a mustache.

VINNIE DEO

(to the Very Big gummy Hairy

Goblin)

Now it’s time to rap this up.

Vinnie RAPS his film strips around the Very Big Gummy Hairy

Goblin and ABSORBS it into it’s film strips.

Vinnie’s film strips WIND back into his golden video tape.

VINNIE DEO

What a night.

HELGA GANNER

I know. Me, and Elizabeth go to

Penelope’s fencing class, you

thought off a movie monster and

Elizabeth told Penelope you have a

crush on her.

VINNIE DEO

What?!!!

(CONTINUED)
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HELGA GANNER

Don’t worry. It won’t be that bad.

Let’s just see what tomorrow

brings.

FADE TO

INT. DESERTED CITY HIGH SCHOOL HALLWAYS THE NEXT DAY

HAPPY HIP HOP MUSIC IN THE BACKGROUND. Back at Deserted City

High Vinnie is biting his finger nails in fear, and Randy

CLOSES his locker. Elizabeth walks up to them with her hair

grown back.

Vinnie sees Penelope walking down the hall.

VINNIE DEO

(worried)

Oh man, here come Penelope.

CONNER REDCORN

Relax Video, you’ll be fine.

VINNIE DEO

Are you sure?

JOSE REVANO

We’re sure of it.

Then Penelope walks up to Vinnie.

PENELOPE TWINKLE

Hey there Vinnie.

VINNIE DEO

(nervous)

Hey Penelope.

PENELOPE TWINKLE

So last night Elizabeth told me

about you having a crush on me.

VINNIE DEO

So do you like me?

PENELOPE TWINKLE

I won’t tell you. I will only tell

you when the time comes. Right now

me and the girls are going to see a

movie tonight.

(CONTINUED)
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VINNIE DEO

Alright you go ahead and do that.

Penelope, Helga and Elizabeth walk down the hallway.

PENELOPE TWINKLE

(to Elizabeth)

Wow your hair grew back very

quickly. What’s your secret.

FADE TO

INT. VIDEOTOPIA BREAK ROOM LATER

Later at Videotopia in the break room Vinnie, Pio, Randy,

Conner, and Jose are eating Pio’s sandwiches.

VINNIE DEO

Well I guess I will just accept

that Elizabeth is hanging out with

my crush. I’m cool with it.

JOSE REVANO

Are you sure that you’re OK with

it?

VINNIE DEO

I’m sure of it.

PIO OWERS

Now in the mean time, let’s

continue eating Sandy. It took me 4

hours to finish her the last time I

ate her.

They all continue to eat the sandwich.

RANDY RUSSO

Wow, Sandy taste so good.

CONNER REDCORN

I think I’m in love.

PIO OWERS

We love you Sandy.

FADE TO BLACK


